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About This Game

Just when you were finally done with work for the day, a stranger comes knocking loudly at your door. When you answer there's
no one... no one except a helpless baby abandoned on your doorstep. You follow after the stranger, hoping to find some answers
but are drawn into a mystery that beckons you into a castle-like mansion. Who does the baby belong to? Why were you chosen?

The answers will surprise you in Nevertales: The Beauty Within, a page-turning Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game!

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version.

- Three bonus chapters
- Multiple collectibles and achievements

- Sugar Rush Hidden Object Puzzle
- Integrated Strategy Guide
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This has to be hands down the best HOG I have ever played. There is so much to do and gameplay was 10 hours for me and I
never got bored. Genkicoll gives an excellent review, so I won't go into the details. Suffice to say, you're in for a treat if you play
this.
Graphics were excellent, absolutely stunning in some scenes. Story was interesting and although you guessed the theme, the
game took you into areas you never imagine. Remember, it is fantasy!! Music was lovely, full orchestral music in many cases
and never intrusive.
Mini games ranged from easy to challenging. I skipped a few. One game needed patience and a steady hand. Took me a few
goes to do that, so I did learn a little patience. HO scenes were variable with shadow figures, lists and interactive pieces.
The full game took me 8 hours. The extras was like unwrapping a Russian Babushka doll and finding something else inside of it
which went on for another 2 hours. The bonus chapter brought a nice ending to the game. During the game, you look for a rose
in each scene. These roses are actually pieces of a jigsaw puzzle which opens up 3 hidden chapters.
As Genkicoll said, once you did the first chapter, the collectibles appeared. Once those are found, it opened up the last 2
chapters. The final section was the sugar rush which was a repeat of a HO scene. Try to do it without making a mistake!
I found this game delightful and full of surprises. This is how a good HO should be. Well done to the devs! I don't know if this
high standard continues in the series, but I will certainly be buying the next one!
Can't fault this at all. Loved the steampunk owl as your little helper!! 10\/10.
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